New Lititz DVDs as of September
CALL #

TITLE

CAST

DESCRIPTION

RATING

Bluray

BLURAY ANGRY

BLURAY FEW

BLURAY JUDGE

The angry birds
movie

Jason Sudeikis, Josh
Gad

A few good men

Tom Cruise, Jack
Nicholson

The judge

Robert Downey, Jr.,
Robert Duvall

BLURAY LONDON London has fallen

Gerard Butler, Aaron
Eckhart

On an island populated by happy, flightless birds, Red, a bird with a temper problem, speedy
Chuck, and the volatile Bomb have always been outsiders. But when the island is visited by
mysterious green piggies, it's up to these unlikely outcasts to figure out what the pigs are up
PG to.
JAG defense lawyers are assigned the case of defending two US soldiers, accused of
murdering a fellow soldier who were deemed to have 'broken the code'. They are confronted
with complex issues of loyalty and honor.
Big-city lawyer Hank Palmer returns to his childhood home where his estranged father, the
town's judge, is suspected of murder. He sets out to discover the truth and along the way
R reconnects with the family he walked away from years before.
After the British Prime Minister passes away under mysterious circumstances, his funeral is a
must-attend event for leaders of the western world. However, what starts out as the most
protected event on Earth turns into a deadly plot to kill the world's most powerful leaders,
R and unleash a terrifying vision of the future.

British TV Series
DVD ENDEAV
SEASON 3

DVD MURDOC
SEASON 9

Endeavour.

Shaun Evans, Roger
Allam

Yannick Bisson,
Murdoch mysteries. Thomas Craig

DVD NEW SEASON
12
New tricks.

Tamzin Outhwaite,
Larry Lamb

Last seen languishing in a prison cell and framed for a crime he didn't commit, Endeavour is
compelled to return to duty when a young woman's baffling murder requires his singularly
TV-14 cerebral mind to solve.
Detective William Murdoch and his wife, Dr. Julia Ogden, plan their dream home Constable
Crabtree faces dire consequences for his decisions and Dr. Emily Grace experiences a
personal crisis. Meanwhile, Inspector Brackenreid endures an eccentric houseguest, and a
new morgue cleaner turned lab attendant brings fresh blood to the team.
Season Twelve sees the departure of the last-remaining original member of the Unsolved
Crime and Open Case Squad, Gerry Standing, who is replaced by old-school ex-copper Ted
Case. This series is packed full of the mystery, drama and trademark humor the fans know and
Adult love.
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American TV Series
DVD BONANZ

The ultimate
Bonanza collection

Lorne Greene, Michael
Landon

Ben Cartwright and his sons run and defend their ranch located near Virginia City, Nevada,
while also helping the surrounding community.

DVD OFFICE
SEASON 1

The office.

Steve Carell, Rainn
Wilson

Follows the daily interactions of a group of idiosyncratic office employees at the Scranton, Pa.
office of the Dunder Mifflin paper supply company via a documentary film crew's cameras.

Foreign Films

DVD ITALIA

Anders W. Berthelsen,
Italian for beginners Ann Eleonora
(Danish)
Jorgensen

Several students of an Italian language class find romance in their studies of the language of
love. (Danish with subtitles)

Feature Films
DVD BEYOND

DVD BILLY

Beyond the sea

Kevin Spacey, Kate
Bosworth

Billy Elliot

Julie Walters, Gary
Lewis

DVD CLEOPA

Cleopatra

DVD CLERKS

Clerks

DVD CLINT PALE

Pale rider

DVD FLYWHE

Flywheel

DVD FRIDAY

Friday night lights

Elizabeth Taylor,
Richard Burton
Brian O'Halloran, Jeff
Anderson
Clint Eastwood,
Michael Moriarty
Alex Kendrick, Janet
Lee Dapper
Billy Bob Thornton,
Lucas Black

PG-13 A dramatization of the life of singing sensation Bobby Darin.
Eleven-year-old miner's son Billy Elliot is on his way to boxing lessons when he stumbles upon
a ballet class. Billy secretly joins the class, knowing that his blue-collar family would never
R understand.

Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of this epic-spectacle its opulence and sweeping grandeur
have never been more glorious. Elizabeth Taylor stars as Cleopatra, the glamorous and
cunning queen of Egypt. To secure her hold on power, she seduces the rulers of Rome, only to
meet her match in Marc Antony, played by Richard Burton. Their passionate romance could
G decide the fate of the world's greatest empires.
It's one wild day in the life of a pair of overworked counter jockeys who brave a nonstop
parade of unpredictable shoppers, while managing to play hockey on the roof, visit a funeral
R home and straighten out their offbeat love lives.
An unknown stranger rides into a California Gold Rush town and gets caught in the middle of a
R feud between the mining syndicate and independent miners.
A dishonest used car salesman turns his life around, after he is caught deceiving customers
and must return their money.
Chronicles a football season in Odessa, Texas, a depressed All-American town that lives and
PG-13 dies with the fortunes of its high school football team.
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Turner Classic
Movies greatest
classic legends film
DVD GREATE CARY collection.

DVD HORSE

The horse soldiers

CAST

Cary Grant, Sylvia
Scarlett, Katharine
Hepburn,

John Wayne, William
Holden.

DVD KARATE

The karate kid

DVD LABYRI

Labyrinth

Jackie Chan, Jaden
Smith
David Bowie, Jennifer
Connelly.

DVD LONDON

London has fallen

Gerard Butler, Aaron
Eckhart

DVD MASTER

The master of
disguise

Dana Carvey, Brent
Spiner

Me before you

Emilia Clarke, Sam
Claflin

DVD ME

RATING

DESCRIPTION
A woman disguises herself as a young boy to help her father escape from the police in prewar Paris three British Army veterans find adventure on India's North-West frontier, helped
by a young Indian water boy a WW II drama about a submarine mission to Tokyo Bay and the
lives of the sailors on board an easy going drama critic discovers that his kind and gentle
aunts have a bizarre habit of poisoning gentlemen callers and burying them in the cellar.

Colonel Marlowe is in command of a motley assortment of 1200 Union volunteers whose task- and apparent suicide mission-- is to infiltrate 300 miles of Southern territory and destroy the
most strategic rail route in the Confederacy. Marlowe's life is complicated by his ferocious
running feud with the company's surgeon, Major Kendall.
Dre Parker and his mother have moved to China. He and classmate Mei Ying fall for each
other, and Dre makes an enemy of class bully, Cheng who is adept at kung fu. Dre turns to
maintenance man Mr. Han, who is secretly a kung fu master and learns that kung fu is not
PG about punches and parries, but maturity and calm.
A teenage girl's baby brother is kidnapped by the King of the Goblins in order to rescue him
PG she must navigate a devilish labyrinth.
After the British Prime Minister passes away under mysterious circumstances, his funeral is a
must-attend event for leaders of the western world. However, what starts out as the most
protected event on Earth turns into a deadly plot to kill the world's most powerful leaders,
R and unleash a terrifying vision of the future.
Pistachio Disguisey is a mild-mannered waiter whose life is about to change. A criminal
mastermind kidnaps his parents and is forcing his father to steal priceless treasures from
around the world. His grandfather informs him he is descended from a long line of disguise
PG artists and now it's up to Pistachio to save the day.
Louisa 'Lou' Clark has no clear direction in her life. She goes from one job to the next in order
to make ends meet. Taking a job at the local 'castle' she becomes caregiver and companion to
Will Traynor, a wealthy young banker who became wheelchair bound in an accident.
Embarking together on a series of adventures, both Lou and Will get more than they
PG-13 bargained for.
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DVD MY

My sister's keeper

DVD OTHER

The other sister

DVD POLICE

Police academy

DVD PRIDE

Pride and prejudice

CAST

RATING

DESCRIPTION

When Sara and Brian's baby girl falls ill, and her only hope for survival is to find a compatible
bone marrow donator. The parent's decision to conceive another child raises both ethical and
Cameron Diaz, Abigail
moral questions and begins to erode their relationship. Their actions ultimately set off a court
Breslin
PG-13 case that threatens to tear the family apart.
Juliette Lewis, Diane
A mentally challenged girl proves herself to be every bit as capable as her "perfect" sister
Keaton
PG-13 when she moves into an apartment and begins going to college.
The mayor of a large U.S. city has thrown open the doors of the Police Academy to a new
generation of recruits: anybody who wants to join. The men, women and borderline cases
Steve Guttenberg, Kim
who dedicate their lives to protecting the public from people very much like themselves.
Cattrall
These recruits even have the bad guys laughing.
The story of the five Bennet sisters living in early 19th century England. Their mother is
scheming to make prestigious marriages for them. Focuses on Elizabeth Bennet, who
Greer Garson,
mistakenly finds the rich Mr. Darcy an oaf, even as he sets all the other fair maidens' hearts
Laurence Olivier
aflutter.

DVD RENT

Rent

Anthony Rapp, Adam
Pascal

DVD RESERV

Reservoir dogs

Harvey Keitel, Michael
Madsen

DVD RISEN

Risen

Joseph Fiennes, Tom
Felton

DVD SILVER

The silver stallion

Caroline Goodall,
Russell Crowe

DVD TELL

Tell tale

Focuses on the year in the life of a group of friends in New York's East Village. The bohemians
live carefree lives of art, music, sex, and drugs. It is carefree until Mark, an aspiring filmmaker,
PG-13 and Roger, an aspiring songwriter, find out they owe a year's rent to Benny.
They were strangers, together to pull off the perfect jewel heist. Their simple robbery turns
into a bloody ambush when they realize one of them is a police informant.
Clavius, a powerful Roman Military Tribune, and his aide Lucius, are tasked with solving the
mystery of what happened to Jesus in the weeks following the crucifixion, in order to disprove
PG-13 the rumors of a risen Messiah and prevent an uprising in Jerusalem.
Thowra is an exceptional cream-colored foal with a mane and tail that gleam silver in the
moonlight. As Thowra grows through several seasons in the mountains the herd find survival
difficult. The summer is worse, for that is when Man comes to try and capture Thowra, and
G becomes an obsession of mythic proportions.
A man's newly transplanted heart leads him on a dangerous journey to find out who
murdered its donor.
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DVD THOUGH

Though none go with
me
Cheryl Ladd.

DVD TO

Gregory Peck, John
To kill a mockingbird Megna

DESCRIPTION

RATING

This heartwarming and inspirational film tells the story of a young woman growing up in the
1950's who devotes her life to the service of God. However, her faith is tested with each
tragedy endured on an extraordinary life journey.
In a racially divided Alabama town in the 1930s, widowed lawyer Atticus Finch agrees to
defend a young black man accused of raping a white woman, teaching his children valuable
lessons about prejudice and empathy.

Non-fiction DVD

Fix it : healthcare at
DVD 362.1042 FIX the tipping point

Out of control healthcare costs continue to be a heavy burden for millions of Americans. The
devastating impact ripples through our economy, impacting infrastructure, schools and local
governments. This is a problem we can fix if we just follow best practices from around the
world.

DVD 598.1568
WIN

Follows bird migrations flying over the seven continents: from one pole to the other, from the
seas to snowcapped mountains, from the canopy of heaven to mangroves and swamps.

Winged migration

DVD 940.5318
PRO

A promise to my
father

DVD 940.54 DIC

Dick Winters : hang
tough : the story of
one of WWII's finest
combat leaders

DVD 940.54 MAG Maggie's war

G

Narrated by Tom Kane.

Follow Holocaust survivor Israel Arbeiter as he returns to Poland for the final time to look for
items buried in 1939 in the basement of his old home. He also visits the Treblinka death camp
and Auschwitz-Birkenau, where 'Izzy' used the motivation of his father's final words to him to
stay alive.
Richard D. Winters was a soldier who always led from the front with the well-being of his
men as his top priority. Hear from Winters himself, as well as from the men of Easy Company,
506th Parachute Infantry Regiment of the 101st Airborne, which Winters commanded in
World War II. Emmy Award-winning British actor Damian Lewis played the role of Winters in
the TV mini-series Band of Brothers. He describes that experience as ... a defining moment in
my life.
Learn how James Maggie Megellas, a young man from pastoral Fond du Lac, Wisconsin,
transformed into one of WWII's most effective and decorated platoon leaders.
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